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I had just finished my breakfast at a little outdoor café in Spain back in 2015 as I was walking 

500 miles across northern Spain on the Camino de Santiago. I always enjoyed my Spanish café 

con leche (coffee with milk) with a croissant after I had been walking for a couple of hours in the 

morning. The café was right on the route. When I was done, I got up and started to follow some 

others. In no time, I didn’t see them in front of me anymore as I walked the streets of that small 

town. 

 

I began to look for a familiar yellow arrow or scallop shell that would point the way towards my 

destination, but I couldn’t find one. The maps in my guidebook showed an overall route, but not 

the streets of every tiny town and village. Besides, “The Way” as it is called, is a well-worn path.  

It’s easy to spot most days. It’s usually pretty obvious, except when it isn’t. 

 

Walking down the street, trying to get my bearings straightened out, I heard an older woman 

shout from a second story apartment, “Eh, eh, peregrino. Peregrino. Por alla. Por alla.” In 

English, “Hey, hey, pilgrim. Pilgrim. That way. That way.” I looked up and she was pointing me 

back in the opposite direction. After thanking her profusely, she smiled and wished me a “Buen 

Camino,” a “Good Journey.” It wasn’t long before I saw the yellow arrow guiding me back on 

the path that would lead me almost 500 miles across northern Spain. Those of you who have 

heard me talk about this pilgrimage in the past know that one of my guiding principles when 

walking those 500 miles was that I preferred to get there without taking extra-long routes. 

 

Northern Spain was all new territory for me at that time. It was unfamiliar, and although I knew 

the language, it was quite a different experience than anything I had ever known. I had long since 

forgotten my orienteering days from Boy Scouts. The rough maps I had were guides, but I rarely 

pulled them out to figure out where I was and what was coming up next. Most of the journey was 

simply trusting the marked path—until you couldn’t see it anymore. 

 

That morning, as I started out again, I gave thanks for that woman who knew “The Way” when I 

didn’t. While we spoke different languages, she reached out to connect and point me in the right 

direction. 
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There is no experience quite like being lost, is there? In fact, one of my deepest fears is being 

lost in unfamiliar territory. My cell phone had limited reception on most days, so using a GPS 

was often out of the question. Can you relate to the fear of being lost? In an unfamiliar area, not 

knowing the way to where you’re going next? What resources do you pull from when you don’t 

know the language, the culture, the people, or the way to your destination? 

 

I walked the Camino when I figured that I could manage most of those fears with enough 

knowledge along my journey. Yet, I cannot imagine what it must have been like for Lewis and 

Clark as they sought a water-route across the continent to the Pacific Ocean to establish trade.  

How do explorers travel in uncharted territory when there are no known maps and they come 

upon an obstacle to their journey like the Rocky Mountains that stand between them and their 

destination? 

 

In his book, Canoeing the Mountains: Christian Leadership in Uncharted Territory, author Tod 

Bolsinger reminds us that one of the key team members of the Lewis and Clark expedition was a 

Shoshone woman named Sacagawea. While we may remember her as a guide from our grade 

school history classes, her story was so much greater than I learned in those days. She was 

kidnapped by the Hidatsa at the age of 11 or 12 and eventually sold into marriage to a French 

Canadian trapper named Toussaint Charbonneau. Lewis and Clark hired Charbonneau to be a 

guide through the mountains. Sacagawea, who was around 16 at the time, was viewed as a 

helpful interpreter for their mission. What’s more, she was pregnant with her son, Jean Baptiste, 

who would be born on the expedition.1 

 

When they came to the mountains and needed horses to move further, Sacagawea brought them 

to the Shoshone and helped them through what started as a tense conversation. In the 

negotiations, she realized that she was interpreting between Captain Meriwether Lewis and “her 

own long-lost brother.” When the tribe begged her to stay, Sacagawea chose to continue with the 

team on the expedition to the Pacific. Bolsinger notes that Clark would later refer to her as the 

“pilot that took them through the country.”2 

 

When they came to uncharted territory, Lewis and Clark would have not been able to proceed 

any further without the gifts and abilities of a nursing Shoshone mother named Sacagawea. In 

those days, many would have overlooked her significance to the expedition. She’s not even 

mentioned much in the captains’ journals. Yet, Bolsinger says that: 

 

…the only member of the Corps of Discovery with experience beyond the Lemhi 

Pass, indeed the only member of the Corps of Discovery who was not in 

uncharted territory when they crossed the Continental Divide and headed over the 

Rocky Mountains, was the teenage mother with her nursing baby. Sacagawea was 

not venturing into unexplored territory, she was going home.3 

 

What the explorers knew as uncharted and unfamiliar territory, Sacagawea called “home.” She 

knew the land, the language, and the people of the area. Without Sacagawea, her gifts and her 

resourcefulness, Lewis and Clark would not have been able to navigate over the mountains to the 

Pacific Ocean. When they were lost, she was at home with an ability help the team not only 

survive, but continue to push forward. 
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There really is nothing quite like feeling lost and not knowing which direction to head next, is 

there? In those moments, we long for the comforts of home and that which is familiar. Our 

survival instincts kick in as our fear versus flight mentality takes hold of us. We use the skills we 

know simply to survive because the obstacle between us and the accomplishment of the mission 

seems too great. 

 

I wonder how many of us feel a little lost as people of faith in our world today. In the wake of 

the passing of the famous women’s rights advocate, Supreme Court Associate Justice Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg, many have experienced a deep sadness and fear for whether someone will take up so 

great a mantle or be empowered to be a voice like hers next. I watched as conservative and 

progressive friends alike spent moments the other week offering gratitude for her life of service 

and advocacy. Even some who didn’t agree with all of her positions were grateful for pieces of 

the work that she did on the court that impacted their own lives. 

 

Only a few days later, even as a nation mourned, the battle was on for who would replace her. In 

moments, everyone has drawn their lines in the sand. Both are charging at one another with the 

goal of victory without ever hearing one another. In the midst of the fight, it’s easy to feel lost, in 

a place where we’ve never been before as a nation, with the divides running deep. Hurting 

people tend to hurt people, and we wonder if there will ever be healing as our common hopes for 

what America could be slip away in our battles. What will we look like at the end of the day? 

Who will help us to find our way? 

 

In Kentucky, following a grand jury’s decision not to indict anyone in the killing of Breonna 

Taylor, many in our nation are feeling lost yet again, as if their voices and their lives are not 

valued. Many continue to raise their voices in peaceful protests so that we might hear the voices 

of those that have long since been silenced. In some cases, protests have turned violent with riots 

and fires out west in Portland and Seattle, while two officers were shot in Kentucky. Lost! It’s a 

feeling for many among violence that begets violence that seems to have formed a never-ending 

cycle of violence while we draw up sides yet again! Sometimes, we as a people don’t get it right, 

in our systems, in our lives, in our responses, especially when we are feeling lost. 

 

And where is the Church in this day? Could it be that at times, we are just as lost as our culture?  

Trying to speak into a culture when we have lost our relevance for fear of disrupting the status 

quo? So often, we’re so focused on our own survival that we don’t engage in faithful 

conversations with one another anymore. We, too, are lost in a world where we don’t know how 

to change the dynamic. We spend so much time sharing and defending our own journeys and 

perspectives that we struggle to hear the stories of others who live around us. We are traversing a 

different terrain, uncharted territory for the Church, and we don’t know the language, the culture, 

or the maps to get us over the mountains that lie in front of us. 

 

And to top it all off, there’s a virus that leaves most of us feeling lost, uncertain, and without the 

right information on most days. We’re just trying to navigate a day, but we’re longing for what 

was. Even if we turned around, we’d not be able to find our way out quickly. Lost! It can be 

overwhelming on a good day. What the world needs, what the Church needs most now, is a 

guide who knows the uncharted territory; someone for whom this chaotic wilderness filled with 

rugged mountains and no water passages is HOME! 
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As some fisherman were gathered near and on the Sea of Galilee some two thousand years ago, 

Jesus happened to be walking by. He turned to Simon Peter and Andrew and said, “Follow me 

and I will make you fishers of people.” 

 

What in the world did they know about attracting people? They were fishermen. Their families 

were supported by the work they did on the sea. It was in their blood, passed down by their 

fathers. In fact, James and John were with their father, Zebedee, mending their nets when Jesus 

invited them to join him. Can you imagine how lost they would feel in the years that followed?  

Fishing for people? Telling fishermen’s tales; a rowdy bunch they were known to be. Would they 

have what it takes? Or would Jesus transform their lives along the journey? 

 

When children flocked to Jesus’ side, they’d push them away, only to be reminded that the kin-

dom belongs to them. When they failed to see what five loaves and two fish could do to feed five 

thousand men, not including women and children, they’d discover that Jesus always included the 

women and children and there’d even be leftovers. When they followed to a cross and felt more 

lost than ever as they shut themselves into an upper room, Jesus would come and stand among 

them, risen indeed! 

 

David Lose, in his commentary blog, notes that the call that Jesus extended to the disciples is 

more about being than doing. Being makes the doing possible. We are called to be children of 

God. God invites us to be the place where people find healing.4 

 

Sacagawea found herself at home in the uncharted territory and was able to lead the captains 

because their experience of “lost” was her home turf. Kidnapped and traded as a possession 

rather than a person, a pregnant, 16-year-old Shoshone mother was the one that helped Lewis 

and Clark achieve their mission. 

 

Where are we looking for help to navigate the mountains when we feel lost in uncharted 

territory? In these days, could God be calling us anew to the margins, that we might see the path 

forward for the world that we’re trying to lead? 

 

If Jesus could turn around a few fishermen, just imagine what he might do with us today. Do we 

have the courage to follow, that we might really Be the Church today?  

 

 

 

 
1 Bolsinger, 190. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., 191. 
4 http://www.davidlose.net/2017/01/epiphany-3-a-being-before-doing/ 

 


